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We study Hamburger-Noether matrices over rings, obtaining some applications to deforma- 
tions of curves and equisingularity. We also study a special type of them, the matrices of Arf. 
Introduction 
The Hamburger-Noether (H-N) matrix over a field has been introduced in [4,6] 
in relation with the process of resolution of the singularity of a branch. In this paper 
we study the H-N matrix over a ring that gives us for some rings a special paramet- 
rization for families of curves related with the process of the resolution of the 
singularities of the families. Campillo [2] defines the H-N expansion over a field 
and in [3] generalizes the H-N expansion over rings studying its relation with the 
equisingular deformation theory for plane curves. 
In Section 1 we study the general properties, similarly to the curves case, i.e. 
multiplicity sequence, semigroup and conductor associated with the matrix. Along 
Section 2 we study the H-N matrix associated with some families of curves, given 
the monoidal transformation of a H-N matrix. We also study the relation of the 
existence of a H-N matrix for a family of branches with the equisingularity given 
by Zariski [I 11, and Stuz and Becker [9]. 
In Section 3 we define H-N-matrices of Arf and give a method to build them. 
They give us examples of flat deformations of a reduced curve. 
1. Hamburger-Noetber (H-N) matrices over a ring A 
Along this section, A will be a commutative ring with unit. In [4,6] we have 
defined the Hamburger-Noether matrix, with entries over a field, associated to a 
twisted branch. 
Definition 1.1. A Hamburger-Noether (H-N) matrix over A, is a matrix with en- 
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tries in A with N rows, an infinite number of columns, composed by r+ 1 boxes 
C,, of which the r-first boxes have a finite number of columns. 
(i) Each box has a marked row which consists of (1, 0, . . . , 0), the first entry after 
the box in the marked row is zero, and the first element different from zero in the 
marked row after the one is a unit in A. The matrix M has the form 
M= 
0 . 1. . : 1 0 . . . 0 0 . . . 0 0 . . . 
CO Cl 
(ii) If the marked row ik in the box C, was marked last time in the box C,, then 
all marked rows from C, to CR do not have a unit in the first column of the 
box Cg. 
Associated with the matrix we have a Hamburger-Noether expansion as in [6] 
Y=A,,x,+-~+Ao,x;+Z1x;, 
z. = Allzl + ... +A,,,zf’+ZZz;‘, 
z;_l =A,,sz;+.,. +Ai,7,z,~~+Z;+l~,? 
. . . 
z,_, = c A,;z: 
ISi 
such that 
and Zi_ 1 is obtained from Z; in the following way: Let z, =z,,; z;-, = zip Im. zi_ I is 
obtained from Z; by taking Zi away and placing zi_ 1 between z,, and z;, + 1 if m <s, 
and between zimP, and zirn if s<m. The matrices Ai, have a zero exactly in the en- 
try where zi_ 1 is in Z;_, . The entries ai are obtained from the matrix M as follows: 
If the box Co=(C~j), k= 1, . . . . N, j= 1, . . . . h, with ~$1 = 1, C~j=O, j> 1, a&=ci’, 
k>l. Z,_, corresponds to the box C;=(ci), k=l,...,N,j=l,...,h,in the follow- 
ing way: 
Let zip1 =z;-~,~ and m the index of the marked row in C;; 
(i) if slm, we fix a,$+' =c$, k<m; a$=ci, k>m; and Zi=zim. 
(ii) if m <s, we fix at.+’ =ci, k<m-1; a;=$, k>m-1; and ~~=z,~~+,. 
Remark 1.2. If A is a domain, the matrix Mconsidered with entries in the algebraic 
closure R of the quotient field K of A gives us an algebroid irreducible space curve 
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C. This curve C has the multiplicity sequence 
n ,..., n,n, ,..., n, ,..., n,= 1, 
VW 
h hl 
and the ni’s are given as follows: 
Let aiko9 ailklt . . . ,a;,k, be the elements of M= (cxij) different from zero after one 
of the marked rows; 1, il, . . . , i, being the index of the marked rows, h, hi, . . . , A,_, 
the length of the boxes. Then we set 
II,= 1, 
n,_i =kl~l-(h+h,+...+h,_l), 
. . . 
no = hj+,nj+,+“‘+-tj+,n,+,+(kj-(h+hl+”’+hj+,))nj+,+1 
if ai,k,ECj+s+13 
n = h,n, + . ..+h.n,+(k,-(h+h,+...+h,))n,+l if alko~CS+i, 
In any case, for A we can associate with the matrix M the above numbers 
E(M) = {n, h, n,, h,, . . . , n,.= 1) and they only depend on the marked rows. 
Remark 1.3. Each H-N matrix M gives us parametric equations @ = {@i(t), . . . , 
Q,,,(f)} CA [[t]], obtained making Z, = t by successive substitutions on the H-N ex- 
pansion associated with M. In the expansion, the expressions of x1, pi,. . . , zr_, as 
elements of A [[t]] are xl = a,t’” + a,, tf”‘+i + ... , zi= b,,,P+ ... , where a,, b,# are 
units in A since, if the first entry after the one different from zero in the marked 
row of the box G, is c;‘,#O is a unit (Definition 1.1) and z,=z~++;. hy+z ... z,h’. 
(ci$+ l + -..) and, x, =x:z:l ...$. (c,$zf+ 1 + ...) for similar case. 
z&7+2 
The above deformation verifies 
Proposition 1.4. A H-N matrix with entries in a domain A provides a morphism 
@:A[[X]]-+A[[t]], X=(X ,,..., X,) such that Ker @ has height N- 1. 
Proof. (i) We define I= Qi(t), i= 1, . . . . N as above. Let x be the algebraic 
closure of K, the quotient field of A and @’ : R[[X]] + R[[t]] the morphism induced 
by @. We have seen that @’ gives us an algebroid irreducible curve over R (Remark 
1.2), so (Ker @‘) has height N- 1 and is prime. 
(ii) The morphism A GR is flat, so the exact sequence 
0 - Ker Q, - A[[X]] z A[[tll 
gives the exact sequence 
0 - (Ker@)@,R- A[[X]]@,I? @” - A tIfl1 0~ 17. 
We make the completion with respect to the ideal (X)A[[X]] =Yl, i.e. with respect 
totheideal~~OA~.Wehave~,(t)=a,t”+a,+,f”’1+~~~~A[[t]]witha,aunitin 
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A, and the morphism @ is continuous for the topologies given by the ideals 9 and 
172, =(t)A [[t]], since (8,)“~ @(Y?). Then to complete with @(Y?) OA R is the same as 
to complete with m, OA R and we get O+(Ker @)&AR-*R[[X]] % R[[r]] and 
(Ker @‘)=(Ker @)OAZ? (1). 
We have A [[Xl] Q,,, R is A-flat, and completing with respect to the ideal % OA x, 
we obtain that K[[X]] is A [[XII-flat and (Ker @) &A1tXJl R[[X]] = (Ker @)R[[X]]. 
From 0 + (Ker @) &A x + (Ker @) 0 A ,tx,, R[[X]], and since 0 --f (Ker @)K[[X]] + 
(Ker @‘) we have (Ker @)R[[X]] =(Ker @‘). 
(iii) From above, (Ker @) fl A = (0), and R[[X]](k,rQ,, faithfully flat over 
A [[X]]n+, @, [8, 4.D] and we have ht(Ker @) = ht(Ker @)i?[[X]] [8, 13.B]. From (i), 
(ii) we obtain ht(Ker @) = N- 1. 0 
Remark 1.5. Each H-N matrix A4 gives us a ring RM=A[[@,(t), . . ..QN(t)]]c 
A [It]]. We can consider the following semigroup S,C N: 
Definition 1.6. Let A4 be a H-N matrix and R,CA[[f]] its ring associated as 
above, we set SM= {o(z(f)) 1 zero, ~(f)=a,~t’~+a,+,t~+‘+ .‘.,a,, unit in A}, 
where o is the order of the set power series. 
The semigroup S of the branch associated with A4 (Remark 1.2) is s,Cs but 
they can be different. The semigroup S, corresponds to a semigroup of a branch: 
Proposition 1.7. The semigroup SM defined above is a numerical semigroup, i.e. 
#(N-&)<a. 
Proof.Letn,P,=hn+n,,pz=hn+h,P,+n2,...,Pr=hn+h,P,+...+h,-,P,-,+1. 
We shall prove that these elements belong to SM. 
(l)Letx,=a,f”+a,+,P+‘+~~~, a, be a unit in A (Remark 1.3) and 1, i the indices 
of the marked rows in C,, C,. In the H-N expansion we have xi=a6,x, + ... + 
‘h h 
abx, +xlzl, so xfz, = w, E R,,,,, with z, = b,,,t”” + ... + b,,, a unit in A, and o(w,) = 
hn+n,=p,ESM. 
(2) Let us suppose that for each i<s there exists w, =xF w:I ... w,” ,‘zj E R, and 
o(w,)=hn+h,p,+...+hjP,p,_,+nj=/?jESM. Let g be the index of the marked 
row in C, and C, the box before C,, , having the same marked row. In the expan- 
sion we have: 
(i) zk=a&+,,z~+,+...+akfi+,h~+,z~~;+z~:.lIz~+Z; 
(ii) zkR+t=aakg+31zk+3+...+akS+3hr+,zkh:’;+zkhA++;zkg+3, where g’=g or g+ 1; 
(iii) ~,J~,=a:~,,z,_,+ “‘+a,“_,hy ,z:shl;+z,hl/z,, where j=g or g+l. 
From (i), we obtain 
wk+l Wk ---zk-akg+~~wk+~w~ 
zk+l zk 
= wk+l akg+12zk+l+ **.+z;:,~kg+~)~R~; 
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making the product with wk+l/zk+l and adding - W~+l(Wk/Zk)a~+lZ we get 
Continuing the process, in the step hk+, we obtain 
(iv) ~2;;. (w~/z~)z~~+~ E R,. 
Now we substitute (iv) for (ii) and continue analogous to (i). We make the same 
process with the following boxes to (iii) and we get (wk/z,,) w,“;-; ... wk /z,ER~, 
and have wC’ER,,,,. Then w =x:w:‘...w~~~...w~~~~~z,ER~ and o(w,)=hn+ S 
h,& + -.. +hs-,&-,+n,ESM. 
(3) Now g.c.d.(n,,P ,,..., &)=g.c.d.(n,n, ,..,, n,=l)=l and so #(IN-S,)<o3. 
q 
By the last proposition we can consider the conductor c,,,, of the semigroup, i.e. 
the element of it such that after it all elements of [1\1 belong to the semigroup. The 
conductor c, is related with the conductor of A [[t]] in R, as follows: 
Proposition 1.8. Given RM as above, c,,,, E N the conductor of S,, for all w E A [[t]] 
such that o(w) L c, we have w E R,. 
Proof. Let w=bmtm+b,+,tm”+~~~~A[[t]], o(w)=m~c,, then there exist zm= 
a,,tm+a,+,tmf’+...ER~, a,,, aunitinA,suchthat w=a,‘b,z,,+w,, w,~A[[t]], 
o(w,)> m. After making the same process for w1 and the next ones, since R, is 
complete for the (t)-topology, we get w - (a&‘b,,z, + c;!+ 1 b,, 1z, + , + ...) = 0 and 
so WERE. 0 
In the case of a domain A, the conductor of the semigroup of the curve associated 
with the matrix (Remark 1.2) is less or equal than the conductor defined for the 
matrix. 
From the above proposition we will see that only a few columns of the H-N 
matrix are important. Let us suppose that the marked rows in the matrix are 
numbered 1, . . . , d; we define for i=l,...,d, mi=(hn+h,n,+~~~+h,p,n,_,+l)- 
(h;,n;, + hip;? + ... + hikni,) where the ith row has been marked in the boxes C,,, 
C 12,...,C;ii. Let oj=h+h,+.~.+h,_,+c,-mi and u=max{vl,...,ud}. Then we 
have 
Corollary 1.9. If A4 is a H-N matrix having the same columns as A4 till the vth, then 
the matrices M, M’ are equivalent in the sense that the two associated rings (Remark 
1.5) R, and RMs coincide. 
Remark 1.10. Given a H-N matrix A4 we can define invariants d, analogous to the 
ones we have defined in [4,6] for matrices of curves. These invariants are the in- 
variants associated with the curve C obtained from A4 in the case of a domain A. 
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2. Equisingular deformation associated with a H-N matrix 
Along this section we consider A = k[ [ V,, . . . , VI]. Let A4 be a H-N matrix over 
A, &f=A[[@1(0, ..., GN(t)]] CA [[t]] its associated ring. Let mA be the maximal 
ideal of A, cl/;(t)=res @i(t) = @;(t)+mAA[[t]]. The parametrization I,V= { IJ~(~), 
. . . , yN(f)} is associated with the matrix MO=(cjj) obtained from M=(cij), where 
Eij=cij+mA are the residues mod mA of the entries of M. By Definition 1.1(i) 
relating to some units in A, the parametrization I,V gives us an irreducible algebroid 
curve C, over k. 
Definition 2.1. (@, !?,A) is a deformation of the parametrization I+V of the branch 
C, over A. 
The morphism @ : A [[Xl] --f A [[t]] given by X, = Q;(t) (Proposition 1.4) provides 
us with a ring R=A[[X]]/(Ker @) that can be identified with R, over A[[t]]. We 
can consider (R, R,, A, s) a deformation of the algebroid curve RO = R/mA R, having 
I,U as a parametrization, over A and with a section s given by the ideal p= 
(X,, . . ..X.)R. 
Remark 2.2. The above deformation (R, R,,A,s) does not have necessarily 
reduced the fiber in the origin, i.e. RO=R/mAR can have nilpotents. 
Example 2.3. A = k[V], 
RO = R [X, X,X,1/(X3, Xt -X:), but X3’ - VXiX, E (Ker @) and X3’ E (Ker @) + 
mAA[[X,,X,,X3]] and X3 is nilpotent in R/m,R. 
We consider a generic curve of the deformation (R, R,, A, s), R, = (RP @Jo k(p)) 
where k(p) is the algebraic closure of k(p) and we have completed with respect to 
the maximal ideals in each case. If the characteristic of k is zero, R, is reduced and 
does not depend on the coefficient field (a proof following E.G.A. 8, 11, 20, can 
be found in [5]). If the characteristic of k is different from zero, Abhyankar [l] gives 
examples where R, is not reduced and also depends on the coefficient field. 
In the case that R, makes sense, R, is the curve associated with the matrix A4 
when A is domain (Remark 1.2). 
Proposition 2.4. The curves R, and (R&d have the same multiplicity sequence, 
i.e. R is equisingular along the section s in the sense of Zariski [ 1 I]. 
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Proof. The first element of each marked row in the matrix M different from zero 
after the one is a unit in A (Definition 1.1). Then its residue mod mA is also 
different from zero, and the multiplicity sequences of R, and (RO)red coincide 
(Remark 1.2). 0 
Definition 2.5. Given a H-N matrix A4 over A, the monoidal transformation M, 
of M is the H-N matrix M, obtained from M by taking off the first column, and 
in the case that the first box of h4 has at least two columns, change the zero in the 
marked row on the second column of M by a marked one for Mr. 
The above definition is compatible with the general meaning of monoidal 
transformation of an algebroid variety along a regular subvariety as follows: 
Let (@, I,u,A) be a deformation of the parametrization associated with M, 
(R, Ro,A,s) the associated deformation and {x,, . . . ,x,} a basis for the ideal p of S. 
Proposition 2.6. Let R’= R[x~/x,, . . . ,x,,,/x~], Ri = R’/mAR’. Then (R’, R& A) is 
the deformation associated with (@‘, t,u’, A) where @’ = (@i(t) = Q,(t), @i(t) - 
~,...,@&t)-aNI}, @,!(t)=@;(t)/@l(t), iz2, QEA, w’={w;(t)=~~(t), W;(t)- 
41, ..., vh(t)-C1,,,,}, w,!(t)= WN(t)/W,(t), i?2 is the quadratic transformation of 
the parametrization w. 
Proof. (i) @,(t)=a,t”+a,+lt”+l+..., a, a unit in A (Remark 1.3), QI(t) = 
u(t). t”, u(t) a unit in A[[t]]. We have o(Qj(t))2n, so @i(t)/@l(t)=@,!(t)EA[[t]] 
and 
(/l(t) = wio = res(@i(t)) = res zm 
wl(t) res(%W) ( > @l(t) = res @;@), 
To prove the rest we use the following lemma: 
Lemma 2.7. Let ZER, z$mAR, Baring such that A[[z]]CBcA[[t]]. Then B is a 
A[[z]]-module of finite type, integer over A[[z]], Noetherian, local, complete, 
dim B = dim A + 1 and it has k as coefficient field. 
By Lemma 2.7, R=A[[x1]][x2, . . ..x~]. and R[x2/xrr . . ..x~/x.] is integer over 
A[[xl]], local, complete and with the same dimension as R, i.e. s+ 1. Let 
@‘: A[[X’]] +A[[t]] be defined by @‘(Xi’)= @l(t) and R’=A[[X’]]/(Ker @‘), and 
x:=X/ + (Ker @‘), we can identify over A[[t]] x, with xi and xl with xi/xl. By the 
lemma, R’=A[[x;]][x; ,..., xh] and R[xz/xl ,..., ~~/x,]=A[[x,]][x, ,..., x,,,x2/x1, 
. . . . x,/x,] =A[[xl]][x2/x,, . . . . xN/xl]=R’. 
From above we get that @I= Qi/@, =ai, + t”“. a(t), ail EA, i=2, . . . , N where 
u,a2,, . ..> aN1) is the first column of M and the H-N matrix associated with 
{ 696 - Q21r . .. 9 @h--aNl} is M’ obtained from M by taking off the first col- 
umn. 0 
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Let us see now that the monoidal transformation of R with center the ideal p has 
exactly one strict transform which corresponds to R’. 
We follow Zariski for the case of curves [12]. We set BID(R) = UEi (Spec R,), 
R,=R[x,/x;, . . . . xN/xi], and define an equivalence relation - for all QX, E Spec(R,), 
Q, E Spec(Rj), fix, - Q, if and only if (R&2, = (R,,)Q,. 
Given xi, Xj, we set R,,,x, the localization of R, by the powers (X,/Xj)m, m 2 0. 
Then we have 
Lemma 2.8. (i) Rx,,,, = R, [X;/Xj], 
(ii) R,,, = Rx,,., . 
Proposition 2.9. Let R and x,, . . . , x,, be as in the hypothesis of Proposition 2.6. 
Then 
(i) x,/x, is a unit in R,, for all i = 2, . . . , N; 
(ii) R,,=R,, .~. for all i=2 ,..., N; 
(iii) There e&.&s a bijection from Spec(R,) onto T= B&(R)/-. 
Remark 2.10. From the above proposition we have that all monoidal transforms of 
R with center p are obtained by localizations of R[x,/x,, . . . ,x~/x,] in their max- 
imal ideal and completation with respect to those ideals. But by Lemma 2.7 that ring 
is local and complete, and so R[x*/x,, . . . , xN/xI] is the unique monoidal transform 
of R with center p. 
Stuz and Becker [9], in the analytic case, have made a generalization of the 
equisingularity of Zariski for hypersurfaces, to the general case. 
In the formal case and for irreducible varieties, i.e. R and R, domains, we have: 
Definition 2.11. Let R be the ring of an algebroid irreducible variety, p an ideal of 
R with R/p regular, the ring of the subvariety of the singular points, and R, 
domain R is equisingular along p [9] if 
(i) fi, : BID(R) --t Spec(R) is finite and for all closed points ml Ed?;’ the 
monoidal transform in ml, R, = Spec(Bl,(R),,)^, n, : Spec(R,) + Spec(R) does not 
depend on the chosen point ml; 
(ii) Let pi_ 1 E Spec R,- 1 be a minimal primary lying over pi-2 by the morphism 
fl,_ ,. Then the morphism Z?; : Bl,, ,(R;- ,) + Spec(R,_ 1) is finite, and if M;_ 1 is the 
maximal ideal of R;_ ], the morphism Z7, : Spec(R,) = Spec(BIPJ+,(Rj_ i),,,,+,)” --t 
Spec(R,- i) does not depend on the chosen closed point st1~~fi~1~~(rn,+ ,); 
(iii) For all i, either Rj is regular or its singular locus is rir,-’ . ..n.-‘(V(p)); 
(iv) There exist SE /N such that R, is regular (the Rj is regular for j>s) and 
ps* = *fl,- ’ . . . *n,-‘(p) (*U,-’ : Rip 1 4 Rj the associated morphism to fl,) satisfies 
R,/e= R/p. 
This definition is given for characteristic zero and it is independent of the mor- 
phism Spec R + Spec A that makes R a deformation of a curve R0 over A. 
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Proposition 2.12. The deformation (R, RO, A) associated with a H-N matrix M 
verifies that R is equisingular along p, ideal of R given by the section determined 
by M. 
Proof. Let p = (xi, . . . , x,,,)R, xi =Xj + (Ker @). We have seen that, in this case, there is 
only one monoidal transform R [x2/x1, . . . , xN/xl] (Remark 2.10) and the extension 
RcrR[x,/‘x,, . . . . x,,,/xI] is finite (proof of Proposition 2.6). Then fit lR,, : Spec(R,,)+ 
Spec(R) is finite, by Proposition 2.9, nj lR,, : Spec(R,,) + Spec(R) is finite, and 
fir : Bl,(R) + Spec(R) is finite. 
Let p1=(x;,x;-a2, ,..., xh-a,]), (l,all ,..., aNI) the first column of M, the ideal 
of R, lying over p, and M, the matrix obtained from M taking off the first column. 
M,, R,, p1 satisfy the same conditions as R,M,p. Then inductively we obtain 
M;,R;,p;. Ifs=h+h,+ ... + h,_ 1, the matrix M, corresponds to the last box C, of 
M, the parametrization associated is QJ~= {@f(t), . . . , @k(t)} and there exists i such 
that @f = t and R,-A[[t]] is regular. 
For i < s, Ri has a matrix M, with multiplicity sequence different from 1. Then 
p;=(xI-an, . . . ,xh--a,)R; is singular because the generic curve along pi has the 
multiplicity sequence of the matrix M, (Remark 1.2). 
Let R,EA[[t]]. Then *Z7,’ . ..*I7-‘(p)=pR.=pA[t]=x,A[[t]], where x1= 
a,t”+a,+,t”+’ +“., a,, a unit in A. Then R,/ms=A. 0 
Remark 2.13. The deformation (R, R,, A,s) associated to a H-N matrix has s as 
the unique singular section since, from Propositions 2.9 and 2.12, by blowing up 
successively the special section one gets the regular scheme Spec A [[t]]. 
In the case that we consider R a domain of an algebroid variety, dim R = 1-t 1, 
p the ideal of the singular locus of R, with dim R/p = 1, if we have also a morphism 
A 4 R that makes R a deformation of R,- R/mA R domain, over A, i.e. the curve 
Spec(R,) and the variety Spec(R) are irreducible. We have 
Proposition 2.14. Let (R, R,, A, s) as above equisingular along a section s of ideal 
p of R (S&z). Then there exists a H-N matrix M over A such that its deformation 
associated is (R, RO, A, S). 
Proof. We have to build a H-N matrix M for R. 
(i) Let us see that R has a parametrization in A [[t]] for the section given by p. 
Let m be the maximal ideal of R, and p=(x,, . . ..xN)R. 17, : Bl,(R)+ Spec(R) is 
finite and UP’(m) =mi because otherwise R, would be reducible. Let x1 E R be such 
that ml ~Spec(R[x~/xr, . . ..x~/x~]). Rc,R[x2/x,, . . ..x.,,/xl] is finite, and it con- 
tains only one maximal ideal ml, we get that R[xz/x,, . . . , xN/xI] is local complete 
and R,=(BI,(R),,)^=R[x2/x,,..., xN/xI]. By the induction of Definition 2.11, if 
Pr=($,..., xh) C RI lying over p, then we get R, = R, [xi/xi, . . . , xh/x;] . Then we ob- 
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tain a chain RCR,C... CR, where Ri is local, complete and finite over Ri_l, and 
R, is regular. Let us show that R,=A[[t]]. 
WehaveA=K[[V,,..., V,]], R =A [[X]]/Z, Z fl A = (0), R/q R = R, with dimen- 
sion one, and {V,, . . . . I/,,x,} is a parameter system of R. Then A[[xr]] = 
K]]V,, ..*, V,,x,]]CRCR, is finite, dimR,=l+ 1 and R,=A[[t]]. So we have a 
parametrization x, + @i(t) E A [[t]] compatible with R. We have @r(t) = a, t” + 
an+1 t 
n+l + ... , with a, a unit in A, since by hypothesis A [[t]]/llXIA[[fll= R/p =A, 
so there exists u,(t) = b. + 6, t + ... E A [[t]] with Q1 (t) . ul (t) = t”, and a,,, b, are units 
in A. 
(ii) Now we build a H-N matrix for R with the parametrization @. We have 
R,GA[[t]], the image of Xi/XI is a,,+bitrJ+..., a;,EA, i=2,...,N. We consider 
the ideal p, =(x1,x; ,..., xh), x,‘=xi/xl-aail, p, is prime and p,nR=p. Then we 
have 
x2 = a2,xl +x;x, 
. . . 
XN = aNlxl fxhx, 
is the first column of the H-N matrix for R. 
Doing the same for R, and p, , we can distinguish the following two cases: 
(a) R,=R,[x;/x ,, . . . ,xh/x,]; then we set p2 = (x1,x;, . . . ,xh), x1/’ =x:/xl - ai 
where the image of x,!/x, in A[[t]] is ai + bits1 + ... , ai E A and 
x2 = a2, xl + a22x: + x;x, 
. . . 
XN = aN1 Xl + aN2Xf + Xix1 
is the second column of the matrix. 
(b) R,=R,[x,/x; ,..., 
x,! = x,//xi - a, 2, 
xh/xJ; then we set p2 = (x;,xi, . . . ,x;, . . . ,xi)R,, x; =x1 /xj, 
if1 and aj2+bjt”‘+... the image of X,‘/Xj in A[[t]]. The second 
column of the matrix is (0, az2, .. . , l(j), . . . , a,,). 
Continuing the process we get R,7 = R,_ I [y, /yk, . . . , yN/y,+] 2 A [[t]], with yk = 
blt+b2t2+..., and from R, we can always divide by yk and we obtain the last box 
of the matrix. 
We have to verify now that the first entry different from zero after the one in each 
marked row is a unit. That entry is associated with x,,z,, . . . ,z, in the H-N expan- 
sion, and their lower coefficients are units in A since the lower coefficients of xr is 
a unit (i). Then working analogously to Remark 1.3, but in the opposite way, we 
get the result. 
To finish the proof, we have that the numbers n, h, n,, hl, . . ..n.= 1 associated 
with A4 (Remark 1.2) correspond to a multiplicity sequence of the branch R, or R, 
if we consider the entries of the matrix modmA, or in q.f. (A). I7 
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3. H-N matrices of Arf over A 
Along this section, A =K[[Vr, . . . . I$]]. In [7] Lipman defines an Arf curve as 
Spec R, R a one-dimensional equicharacteristic domain over an algebraically closed 
field K and its semigroup of values in its integral closure ii=K[[t]] is r*= 
{n,2n ,...) hn+n, ,...) hn+h,n,+**. n,+ n\i) where the multiplicity sequence of R is 
n,,...,n,= 1, :,.;,:,:‘,.;, , 
1 
h hu 
Definition 3.1. A H-N matrix A4 is of Arf if its semigroup (Definition 1.6) is 
S,={n,2n ,..., hn+n ,,..., hn+h,n,+..., n, IN} and it has n rows, where E(M) = 
n,h,n,,hr,..., nr= 1 are the numbers associated with the matrix (Remark 1.2). 
Definition 3.2. Given a H-N matrix M, the Arf closure of M is a H-M matrix of 
Arf M* such that its associated ring R* is RcR*cA[[t]], and R* is the smallest 
among the rings between R and A[[I]] having the numbers associated with M* 
(Remark 1.2) E(M*) =E(M). 
We can build the Arf closure of a matrix M, doing a process similar to the case 
of curves [6]. 
(i) We consider the matrix Md formed with the d marked rows. 
(ii) Let B* be the Apery basis of the semigroup r*, i.e. 
B*={&=n, p,=min{YEr*:y,-i(n), i=l,...,n-l}} 
Lemma 3.3. Let M be a H-N matrix over A, i,, . . . , i, the indices of the different 
marked rows in M and Cj,, . . . . C,, the boxes where the above rows have been 
marked for the first time. Then pk = hn t- hl n, + ‘*. + njk, k = I, . . . , d belong to the 
Apery basis B” of the semigroup F. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the one given in [6]. Let aO, . . . , a, E B* be such that 
cx,<,!?,; and let Md be the H-N matrix corresponding to the marked rows of M. 
Then we have E(Md)=E(M) (Remark 1.2). We build a H-N matrix M’ by adding 
to Md for each ai, a row with a 1 in the column cik, if ai = hn + h, n, + ... + kj n,, 
and zeros in the rest. M’ is such that E(M’)=E(M,). Suppose pke B*, i.e. Pk 
belongs to the semigroup generated by crO, .. . . cr,. Let @‘= {Q;,(t), . . . , pi,, 
qo(t), . . . 3 q,(t)} CA [[t]] be the parametrization associated with M’, as Pk = hn + 
h,n, + ... + nJi and it corresponds in the parametrization to Q,,(t) =a,, t” + ... , 
since rl E r*, from above there exists P,(q,, . . . , qs) E A[[qo, . . . , us]] such that 
rl < o(@,, - P, (rlO, . . . , Q) E r*. Repeating the process we get P(v],, . . . , qs) E 
A [[h,, . . . , a,)11 with 4@,, - P(vlo, .. . , ty,))>Pk, and the parametrization u] = 
{@)i,, ..., @5il - P(rlo, . . . 3 v?,), . . . , @;,, rlo, . . f , qs} gives us also the ring R’ associated 
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with M’ and @‘. Now we can consider the residue by ntA for the two parametriza- 
tions @‘,q, if we denote 3,: = res(@l), fl;= res(r,), ?j = { $:,, . . . ,6Q -P(ro, . . . . 
qs), . . . , Sjd, rfo, . . . . fj,}, if P(qO, . . . , us) = PI + **. + Pl where the PI’s are monomial, 
its coefficients are a,,, coefficients of Di,(t) and are units in A, because rjEr*. 
Then we have a matrix MI associated with ?j, such that it has no 1 in the entry c$~, 
so E(lii,)#E(M’), but the parametrizations 8’, ?j correspond to the same branch 
over k, and E(.@I’), E(M’) are the multiplicity sequence of the branch, which is an 
invariant of it. 
Then Pk does not belong to the semigroup generated by oo, . . . , as and so Pk E 
B*. 0 
Proposition 3.4. The closure M* of the H-N matrix M is obtained from M as 
follows. Its dfirst rows are the marked rows (i,, . . ..idJ in M; and we addfor each 
ai~B*- {P,, . . ..Pd}r with p, as in Lemma 3.3 and a, = hn + h,n, + I.. + kini a row 
with a 1 in the column cik, and zeros in the rest. 
Proof. The matrices A4 and M* have the marked rows in common so E(M)= 
E(M*) (Remark 1.2). 
The semigroup of values S,, contains B* - {PI, . . . , pd} by construction. Suppose 
that Pk is the minimum value that does not belong to S,,; we add to the matrix M* 
(s + 1) rows, similarly to Lemma 3.3, associated with { oo, . . . , a,} C s,,,,* and (Y; < Pk. 
Then we get a contradiction with Lemma 3.3 and hence SM*=r*. 
Let R*cA[[t]] be the ring associated with M*. Let us show now that RCR*. 
S,CT* since the semigroup S of the branch associated with M is s,Cs (Defini- 
tion 1.6) and in general, is SCr *. Then if XE R, there exists z1 E R* with o(zr) < 
0(x-z,)=(Y,. So a, or*, since on the opposite o1 =hn+h,n,+~~~+k,n,+m with 
the H-N matrix associated with the parametrization of R*{ @;,, .. . , @id, qd+ 1, . . . , r/N, 
x-z,} has marked row in Ci,, different from the marked row in Ci+, in M*. 
Repeating the process, we get .Z;E R* for i? 1 such that there is a k. ET* for each 
k>k,, k,<o(x-If=, z,)E~*, and as R* is complete XER*. 
By construction, M* has n rows, and finally M* is the Arf closure of M. 0 
The matrices of Arf have a good behaviour from the point of view of the theory 
of deformations. 
Proposition 3.5. Given a H-N matrix M* of Arf, we have: 
(i) Its associated deformation (R*, R,*,A,s) is a fiat deformation over A with 
the fiber at the origin R,* reduced. 
(ii) The curves R: and R,* are Arf. 
(iii) The successive monoidal transforms of R* are of Arf and they satisfy the 
same results. 
Proof. (i) The deformation @ of the parametrization associated with M* has the 
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semigroup constant, i.e., the parametrizations of the branch R$, res(@) mod mA, 
and @)t: of R,* obtained by considering @ in k(p) (algebraic closure of k(p), residual 
field of p, ideal of S) have the same semigroup of values. Then the deformation is 
flat with R$ reduced as follows from 6(R,*) =6((Ri),,d) and the proof of [lo, 
Proposition (l), 3.31. 
(ii) Let R,* and R,* be curves having the matrices associated, Me with the entries 
of M after res of tnA, and MS obtained by considering the entries of M in k(p) (as 
above). They satisfy r*=S,,CS(R,*), r*cS(R,*), and E(R,*)=E(R,*)=E(M*) so 
the semigroups must coincide, S(R:) = S(R,*) = T*, and the two curves are of Arf 
171. 
The monoidal transform of R along s is the ring R, associated with the matrix 
M, obtained by taking off the first column of A4 (Proposition 2.6). Then M, is a 
matrix having E(M,)={n,h-1,n,,h,,...,n2=1) and the semigroup SM,= 
{n,2n, . . . . (h-l)n,(h-l)n+n,,...,(h-l)n+h,n,+...+n,+tN}, as can easily be 
shown by looking at the expression of the monoidal transform in function of the 
parametrization (Proposition 2.6). Hence the monoidal transform M: is of Arf 
and satisfies (i) and (ii). q 
Corollary 3.6. The deformation associated (R*, R,, A, s) with a H-N matrix of Arf 
M” is equisingular in the senses of Zariski [l 1] and SW and Becker [9]. 0 
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